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This is a great supplement to a proper study guide This is a great supplement to an effective study guide, nonetheless it
shouldn't be your only approach to studying. Information is incorrect This study guide is apparently great it's create
very nicely, but when i began reading the information alot of it really is incorrect. Which means this simple error should
be fixed Really direct also to the idea study guide Really nice easy read outline to help study for the TEAS exam. Good
luck to everyone taking their examination! I used it as a base study guide while using the Secrets of the TEAS V research
guide for more comprehensive information and did really well on my test. It was a big help with its direct to the idea
definitions and facts. Be careful when studying, I haven’t gotten past web page two because I’m blown away that the
editor didn’t catch these errors, who knows what else I will find. It covers the four primary areas which are Reading,
Math, Technology and English Vocabulary. I would recommend it! it’s not the only thing you’ll need but it’s a good guide.
It helps me to research the most important concepts and ideas. AN INSTANT Reference Guide!! I am going to make use of
this as a study guide for my re-take Great review, 2 mistakes. Recommend good item great research on the go Great
study guide In hindsight after studying from multiple books, and the pocketprep and now having taken the test I realize
this is almost all you need to know. What i also like about it is that it gives you examples and it shows you how to work
the math! My husband will be using it to . Quick Overview of TEAS :) MANY THANKS!!! It sums up the sections of the main
subjects on the TEAS V exam. It generally does not cover all information which may be on the exam but it does highlight
very important information. It is an increase to your TEAS V research guide or whatever learning material you intend on
reviewing for the test.it's missing the 1 from 17. It certainly doesn't have all you need to know, but like I said, is great
as a quick reference. I actually looked it over immediately before entering the room for my ensure that you I scored
90% overall. Used this in conjunction with Mometrix. There is normally one mistake I caught so far which is beneath the
subtraction section, 3-8=-5 the study guide gets the answer as 3. The first two math problems are wrong. Example 1 has
1/9 + 5/9 + 6/9 reduced is 2/3 in order for this to be correct there must be an = before 6/9.. When 9+8 =17 ... This was
an excellent reference while studying for the TEAS VI This was an excellent reference while studying for the TEAS VI. Not
worth your money. This is a quick summary of what you ought to study and is super helpful. It comes in handy! Issue
right here was the 7/12 Errors on Study Guide We purchased this to review for the TEAS test.. Scored in the 97th
percentile in the country.! Used this together with the secret to teas book! This is a quick summary of what you should
study and is very helpful. My hubby will end up being using it to study for his teas . It is broken down to reading, math,
technology, and English. Most of the examine books go into much more detail than necessary and get into complicated
topics that aren’t touched on. Its a handy tool to have when you need to look up something quick rather than going
through pages merely to find a formula or definition. Good review, found 2 mathematical mistakes Adding Fractions
1/9+5/9+6/9 = 12/9 -Reduce by 3 = 4/3 (NOT 2/3 as stated) Adding Fractions with Different Denominators - 8/12+9/12
is 17/12 (NOT 7/12 as mentioned) 17/12 simplified to a mix number is definitely 1 5/12 as shown.. As I am reading
along (I’m on page 2 up to now), I’ve found three mathematical errors. Great instrument to review the four TEAS Test
areas I enjoy this Guide because it is concise and extremely helpful. Answers: 1 and 1/3, 17/12 before reducing, and
formula for the area of a triangle is usually A=1/2bh Great study guide Great tool for college students! Helped me pass
the testing the first time! Thanks Helpful Very vital to studying for my ATI TEAS EXAM . Ex 2 offers 8/12 + 9/12= 7/12 in
mixed number form 1 5/12 ?. It is a great tool to learn or remember what to study because of this test. Look for more
options I would get a book instead, it is to preview Errors I eeceived this product recently but there are as well ma y
typographical mistakes on it, specifically the mathematics! It could be nice of the maker checl his printing / answers
prior or get a proof reader prior to publishing it
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